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sanctify a rapscallion pimp (played by Franco Citti) and a landscape ﬁlled with the most brute and
crass (albeit charming) hoodlums by cuing them with sixteenth century ‘holy’ music:
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In this ﬁrst ﬁlm, along with his second, Pasolini developed an aesthetic that hinges on a dialectic, a
style that he described as ‘reverential.’ In both Accattone and Mamma Roma he would ﬁlm his
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It is surprising that Pasolini refrained from positing Caravaggio as an inﬂuence, as he seems to
have so much in common with him. Caravaggio, a 17th century Italian baroque painter, usually

rendering mythical, religious, or moral themes, also exclusively cast his models from the lowest
social classes of Naples. Further parallels can be found in Caravaggio’s sexuality, his attraction to
violence, and his death, which like Pasolini, was from knife wounds on an Italian beach. Pasolini
only once mentioned how he felt about Caravaggio, stating that he was not much inﬂuenced by
him. He justiﬁed this, stating that everything Caravaggio painted had the patina of death, although
he concedes that the world Caravaggio placed in front of the easel was a spectacular invention;
‘the neglected children of the greengrocer, disparaged women of the people, etc.’4 What made
Caravaggio’s work revolutionary was his choice to alter his perspective, detailing the low, vulgar,
and disparaged classes of society. The Entombment of Christ is painted from the point of view of
beggars’ feet, the Conversion on the Way to Damascus consecrates a quarter of its surface to the
chiaroscuro modeling of a horse’s rump, and all of his paintings are ﬁlled with representations of
Christ, Mary, saints, and apostles modeled by the weathered faces, scum-ﬁlled ﬁngernails, and
withering breasts of bodies that suffered a lifetime of social oppression. This political dialectic of
representing the holy with the marginalized factions of society is so analogous to the dynamic of
Pasolini’s cinema that his denial reveals itself as all the more conspicuous.
These examples point to the centrality of Pasolini’s approach to casting and the dialectic that
founds its political distention. As P. Adams Sitney established in his text Acattone and Mamma
Roma, the source of the genealogical shrift in between Neo-Realism and Pasolini’s cinema arose
from the mytho-poetic torque that Pasolini infused in his characters and actors.5 In Mamma Roma,
Anna Magnani incarnates the Mother Madonna as she hangs from the window of a social housing
building, weeping for her son who lays feverishly bound to a cruciﬁx.
These series of contradictions (camera, acting, music, casting, art direction, etc.) are then
conjoined, sometimes forming overlaps of pairs (i.e. Bach contrasts with the sub-proletarian pimp,
who in turn contrasts with medieval icon composition), creating a highly complex polymorphic
network of contradictions, which establish the principal impetus of his discourse: the Nietzschean
dialectic of Epic and Folk. Pasolini often refers to the notion of epic:
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III. Delay of Death
The Trilogy of Life, although not yet subscribing to this pessimistic and auto-destructive
perspective, is already a premonition of it. During its conception Pasolini had already lost
conﬁdence with all of his Marxist prerogatives, and so the trilogy operates as a conscious delay of
death. In this sense it can be categorized as a six-hour elegiac rumination on the ruins of what
Pasolini considered to be a perished humanity. With it, he forged the culminating statement his
body of work, and wittingly went about it in a manner that was a wild critical and commercial
success. This success, as well as the ﬁlms’ faux naïveté and mock optimism, reinforces the grand
irony of succeeding this trilogy with Salò.
The three sources for the trilogy, Boccacio’s The Decameron, Chaucer’s The Canterbury Tales, and
the anonymous 1001 Nights are all products of medieval (pre-industrial) cultures that relish in
caricature, vulgarity, sexuality and trickery. The structure of the books are similar, as they are all
composed of a series of stories strung together by a frame narrative. The choice of medieval
narratives for the trilogy, especially ones that lean so heavily on a blatant erotic crudity as a source
of gregarious jest and joy, comes as an evident culmination of Pasolini’s previous interest in a premodern authenticity and view of liberated sexuality as the most effective tool against the
bourgeoisie. In addition to these two facts underline the texts’ most signiﬁcant particularity (which is
also shared in common with Sade’s 120 Days): the main impetus for storytelling is to delay a
confrontation with death.
How each frame operates as a ‘delay of death’ is clear in their summaries. In The Decameron a
group of Florentine citizens barricade themselves in a countryside castle in order to avoid the black
plague scourging the city. While they are barricaded each member of their party tells a story in
order to pass the time. In The Canterbury Tales, a group of English men and women tell each other
stories to pass the time as they proceed on their pilgrimage towards Canterbury. The relation of this
frame to a delay of death is founded on its structure around a pilgrimage. These long voyages to
visit holy relics (throughout history as well as today) most commonly function as a demonstration of
faith entreating divine providence to cure personal illness. In 1001 Nights an artful young woman
marries a sultan who has been chronically slaying his wives one after another on their wedding
night out of spite for being cuckolded by his ﬁrst wife. The young woman attempts to save herself
(and the many women that would come after her) by telling an extended chain of stories, which,
keeping the sultan in suspense, delay her immanent execution. In all three cases the frame
characters set about telling stories in order to delay their confrontation with death, whether it be the
black plague, divine providence, or the rancorous sultan’s sword.
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and costumes. The trailers exacerbate this logic even further, utilizing an alternating

ﬂips rhythmically in between explicit sex and close-ups of grotesque hooting, cackling, moaning,
and ﬂatulence. They conclude with a boisterous tongue in cheek V.O. boasting of the ﬁlms’ XXX
rating. Such strategy would pander —quite successfully—to a mass audience craving commodities
that fed their recently liberated senses of self, the same audience that had previously been
alienated, wearied, or bored by Pasolini’s less jocular ﬁlms. Such commercial mechanisms
functioned so well that, by the end of the trilogy, the longest review of Arabian Nights ran a
staggering eleven pages, punctuated over thirty spreads of Italian Playboy’s soft-porn bunnies.7
The trilogy and Salò are very different, but they are founded in a common impetus, experimental
research on how one can go about as a poet in a secular and politically ﬂaccid culture. Both ﬁlms
posit the same answer, albeit in different typologies: one through the escapism of a gregarious
popular form and the other through a melancholy fueled pessimism. They both revel in afﬁrmations
of the Elegiac form as the only justiﬁable genre of cultural production. They operate as a
preemptive elegy, as a funeral oration, or a funeral speech: a discursive locus for collective
mourning in order to usher the fabricated qualities of the dead back into a living corpus.
“Now hearing this gospel of universal harmony, each person feels himself to be not simply
united, reconciled or merged with his neighbor, but quite literally one with him, as if the veil of
maya had been torn apart, so that mere shreds of it ﬂutter before the mysterious primordial unity
(das Ur-Eine).”8

Special thanks to David Phelps.
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